
BOULOGNE TO LONDON BRIDGB.

TT is eleven o'clock
; Boulogne recedes, and lesseni

upon the horizon. The vessels in the harbour, the

slender masts are first merged in the vague obscurity;

presently the lights diminish, and soon appear nothing
more on the verge of the sky than a heap of pale stars.

This is a strange and profound sensation
;
the sea is

still, and a motionless mist broods over it. All has

vanished
;
alone at the horizon a revolving light from

time to time flings its reflection over the passing wave.

It seems as if we were entering the kingdom of silence

and of vacancy, the colourless and shapeless world of

things which are not. Darkness, vast and vague, en-

compasseth us. The ship enters, and becomes lost in

it. But a moment ago could still be descried, afar

off, from the side of the stern, an uncertain fringe, the

distant land
; now, around the vessel, there is nothing

but moving blackness. Thus engulfed, it still makes

progress, with sure instinct, and opens up an entrance

into the unseen. Like a laborious insect, it indefati-

gably moves its great iron limbs, and raises around its

keel vague phosphorescent appearances. They shine

with the changing reflection of opal and mother-of-

pearl. One follows their long undulation, which keeps
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rising, falling, and developing its soft clearness. Ya-

riegated diamonds, bounding pearls turn in its hollows,

and its fringe of foam makes a border of dead silver,

a wrought, winding, waving frame to the nocturnal

mirror.

The sun rose half an hour ago, but one does not

see it ; there is only a feeble brightening in the east
;

all the remainder is covered with clouds. Towards the

east, the sea, as far as the eye can reach, streaks with

its distinct line the clear and calm horizon. Right and

left of the boat, a slight distant strip rises from the

sea; it is land, and through the rnist one begins to

distinguish its greenish indentation. We advance
;
but

in this enormous estuary, the land, so flat and small,

appears but a mass of mud
; humidity bathes the

colours ;
all the tones are diluted, washed out

; you
would take it for a pale water-colour over which a

child, with its finger, has drawn drops of water. Upon
the right the coast approaches ;

this is now the real

English landscape which I saw between Newhaven
and London last year. Rising ground of a dull green,
divided by hedges, strewn with isolated trees ; one

enclosed pasturage, then another, then another besides,

and untended cattle, penned up permanently ;
a

Belgium less flat and less uniform than the other,

gleaming in the sun, but very dismal and very com-

monplace; the sky is showery, and this sky i-s fre-

quently so. The river is enormous, but dirty, dotted

with wan and false tints
;
turned back by the rising

tide, it oscillates between mountains of mud, which in

turn it covers and quits ;
under the pestiferous vapour

its tiny waves have a lugubrious aspect : thus it rolls

along, livid and muddy, but useful ;
it is a worker
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and porter unique of its kind. Ships now begin to

more in bands along its back, the most of them laden,

large, small, of every form and every size, and the

sailors climbing in the rigging resemble busy spiders.
Conversation with an Englishman of the middle

class, son of a merchant, I should suppose ;
he does

not know French, German, or Italian
;
he is not alto-

gether a gentleman. Twenty-five years of age ; sneer-

ing, decided, incisive face
;
he has made, for his amuse-

ment and instruction, a trip lasting twelve months, and
is returning from India and from Australia. Forty
thousand miles in all. He says,

" To understand

the people, they must be seen." He is from Liverpool.
A family that does not keep a carriage may live com-

fortably there upon three or four hundred pounds
sterling. One must marry, that is a matter of

course ;
he hopes to be married before two or three

years are over. It is better, however, to remain a

bachelor, if one does not meet the person with whom
one desires to pass one's whole life. " But one

always meets with her
; the only thing is not to let the

chance slip." He has met the proper person more
than once when quite a young man

; but then he was
not rich enough ;

at present, being
"
independent," he

will try again. A dowry is unnecessary. It is

natural, and. even pleasant, to undertake the charge of

a portionless wife and of a family.
" If your wife is

good, and you love her, she is well worth that."

It is clear to me that their happiness consists in being
at home at six in the evening, with a pleasing, attached

wife, having four or five children on their knees, and

respectful domestics. In the boat there is a family
of four children, of whom the eldest is four and a half,

and the mother twenty-three or twenty-four. At the
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sea-side, on the beach, I have often seen entire broods,

the father of the family at their head
;

it is not rare

to meet with children who mount in steps from the

baby at the breast up to the girl of eighteen. The

parents do not feel themselves either over-burdened or

embarrassed. According to this Englishman, they owe

nothing but education to their children
;
the daughters

marry without a dowry, the sons shift for themselves.

I know a solicitor who makes much money and spends
it all, except 300 or 400 a year, with which he
insures his life in the names of his children

; at each

new arrival, there is a fresh policy of 2,000, payable
to the child at its father's death. In this way the

child is provided for, and besides commerce, industry

supplies him with a quantity of outlets which are

denied to a young Frenchman.
Of all the countries this Englishman has seen,

England is the most moral. Still, in his opinion, the

national evil is " the absence of morality." In con-

sequence he judges France after the English fashion.
" The women are badly brought up there, do not read

the Bible, are too fond of balls, occupy themselves

wholly with dress. The men frequent cafes and keep
mistresses, hence so many unfortunate households.

This is the result not of race, but of education.

French women in England, seriously brought up in

English fashion, make very good wives here." " Is

everything good in your country?" "No; the

national and horrible vice is drunkenness. A man
who earns 20s. a week drinks ten of them. Add to

this improvidence, stoppage of work, and poverty."
" But in cases of distress you have the poor-houses,
the workhouses ?

" "
They will not go to them, they

prefer to fast, to die of hunger."
" Why ?

" " FOI
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three reasons. Because they wish to drink at their

ease. Because they hate being shut up. Because

there are formalities
; they must prove that they belong

to the parish, but the most of them do not know where

they were born, or find it too difficult to procure tne

necessary papers." He is a talkative fellow devoid of

affected seriousness. Two other Englishmen with whom
I conversed in the boat are like unto him. I have always
found this disposition among the English ; probably if

they have the contrary reputation, it is because when
in a foreign country and obliged to speak another lan-

guage, they are silent through bashfulness, and keep
watch in order not to commit themselves. Speak
English imperfectly with a bad accent, they are no

longer uneasy, they feel themselves your superiors. If

you put a question to them politely, gently, or ask

them to do you a small service, they are complying
and even officious. I discovered this twenty times

last year in London and everywhere else.

Other figures in the boat. Two young couples who
remain on deck covered with wrappings under um-
brellas. A long downpour has begun ; they remain
seated

;
in the end they were drenched like ducks.

This was in order that husband and wife should not be

separated by going below to the cabins. Another

young wife suffered much from sea- sickness ;
her hus-

band, who had the look of a merchant's clerk, took

her in his arms, supported, tried to read to her, tended

her with a freedom and expression of infinite tender-

ness. Two young girls of fifteen and sixteen, who

speak German and French exceedingly well and

without accent, large restless eyes, large white teeth
;

they chatter and laugh with perfect unconstraint,

with admirable petulance of friendly gair ty ; not the
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slightest trace of coquetry, none of our nice little

tricks which have been learned and done on purpose ;

they never think about the onlookers. A lady of

forty in spectacles beside her husband, in a worn-out

dress, with relics of feminine ornaments, extraordinary
teeth in the style of tusks, very serious and most

ludicrous
;
a Frenchwoman, even middle-aged, never

forgets to adjust herself to arrange her dress. Patience

and phlegm of a tall dry Englishman, who has not

moved from the seat, has taken but a single turn,

who has spoken to no one, who suffices to himself. As
a contrast, three Frenchmen, who put random ques-

tions, make hap-hazard assertions, grow impatient,

gesticulate, and make puns or something akin to them,

appeared to me pleasant fellows.

Gradually the clouds have disappeared and the sky is

radiant. Right and left we pass small country houses,

pretty, clean, and freshly painted. Green grass is

seen appearing at the horizon, here and there large
trees well-placed and well-grouped. Gravesend on the

left heaps its brown houses around a blueish steeple

Vessels, warehouses, increase in number. One feels

that one is approaching a great city. The small

landing-stages project fifty paces into the river over

the shining mud which the fallen tide leaves dry.

Every quarter of an hour, the imprint and the pre-
sence of man, the power by which he has transformed

nature, become more visible
; docks, magazines, ship-

building and caulking yards, stocks, habitable houses,

prepared materials, accumulated merchandise
;
to the

right is seen the skeleton of an iron church which
is being prepared here for erection in India.

Astonishment ends by turning into bewilderment.

From Greenwich, the river is nothing but a street a
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mile broad and upwards, where ships ascend and
descend between two rows of buildings, interminable

rows of a dull red, in brick or tiles, bordered with

great piles stuck in the mud for mooring vessels,

which come here to unload or to load. Ever new

magazines for copper, stone, coal, cordage, and the

rest
;
bales are always being piled up, sacks being

hoisted, barrels being rolled, cranes are creeking,

capstans sounding. The sea reaches London by the

river ; it is an inland port ;
New York, Melbourne,

Canton, Calcutta, are in direct connection with this

place. But that which carries the impression to its

height, is the sight of the canals through which the

docks communicate with the sea ; they form cross-

streets, and they are streets for ships ;
one suddenly

perceives a line of them which is endless
;
from Green-

wich Park where I ascended last year, the horizon is

bounded with masts and ropes. The incalculable in-

distinct rigging stretches a spiders'-web in a circle

at the side of the sky. This is certainly one of the

great spectacles of our planet ;
to see a similar con-

glomeration of erections, of men, of vessels, and of

business, it would be necessary to go to China.

However, on the river to the west, rises an inex-

tricable forest of yards, of masts, of rigging : these

are the vessels which arrive, depart or anchor, in the

first place in groups, then in long rows, then in a

continuous heap, crowded together, massed against
the chimneys of houses and the pulleys of warehouses,
with all the tackle of incessant, regular, gigantic labour.

A foggy smoke penetrated with light envelopes them ;

the sun there sifts its golden rain, and the brackish,

tawny, half-green, half- violet water, balances in its

undulations striking and strange reflections. It might
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be said this was the heavy and smoky air of a large
hothouse. Nothing is natural here, everything is

transformed, artificially wrought from the toil of

man, up to the light and the air. But the hugeness of

the conglomeration and of the human creation hinders

us from thinking about this deformity and this artifice;

for want of pure and healthy beauty, the swarming
and grandiose life remains

;
the shimmering of em-

browned waves, the scattering of the light imprisoned
in vapour, the soft whitish or pink tints which cover

these vastnesses, diffuse a sort of grace over the pro-

digious city, having the effect of a smile upon the face

of a shaggy and blackened Cyclop.


